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Technical takeaway

Self-Invested Pensions Seminars

This technical takeaway complements the self-invested pensions update given during our seminars held 

in April and May 2016 and includes articles on this year’s budget, tapering of the Annual Allowance (AA), 

protections available in light of the reduced Lifetime Allowance (LTA), and important points to note about 

Auto-Enrolment (AE) and Funded Unapproved Retirement Benefits Schemes (FURBS).

There will be no 

further reductions 

in either the LTA or 

the AA, which, for 

the 2016/17 tax 

year, will therefore 

be £1 million 

and £40,000 

respectively.

Budget 2016
Many predicted that the Budget 2016 would see sweeping changes to pension tax reliefs and 

allowances, but no changes to the current system of pension tax relief were announced – at least for 

the time being.  In addition, there will be no further reductions in either the LTA or the AA, which, for 

the 2016/17 tax year, will therefore be £1 million and £40,000 respectively.  

This will hopefully allow the pension industry much-needed time to allow last year’s pension freedoms 

to ‘bed-in’, and for potentially-affected individuals to understand how the tapering of the AA will 

operate (see below), which has been introduced from 6 April 2016.

However, the introduction of a Lifetime ISA (LISA) from April 2017, improvements to the way Stamp 

Duty Land Tax (SDLT) is charged for commercial property purchases and other useful improvements to 

pension flexibility, certainly provide topics for discussion, as summarised below:

The Lifetime ISA – a ‘Trojan horse’ into pensions?

The structure of a LISA arguably sets the scene for a potential future savings landscape:

• available from April 2017, for those aged 18 to 40

• save up to £4,000 a year (to age 50), as part of the overall £20,000 ISA limit for 2017/18

• a 25% government ‘bonus’ of up to £1,000 a year

• you can draw the fund penalty-free, either to buy your first home, or from age 60

• otherwise, accessing the fund results in a loss of the bonus (and growth on it), plus a 5% penalty

The bonus structure is similar to the current basic rate of tax relief given under pensions, but will allow 

individuals greater flexibility, and access to their money for non-retirement reasons (that is, a deposit 

for their first home).

The objective with freedom and choice in the pension landscape was to improve flexibility. However, this 

has not (yet) gone as far as changing the entire system to an ISA-style system; that is, no upfront tax relief, 

and no tax to pay on the way out.  Will the LISA complement - or replace - pension saving, though?
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SDLT improvements for commercial property purchases

In sharp contrast to the significant increases in SDLT for additional and buy-to-let properties that were 

announced by the Chancellor in last year’s autumn statement, this budget unveiled improvements 

in the way that SDLT would be charged on commercial property purchases in England, Wales and 

Northern Ireland (but not Scotland), which took effect from 17 March 2016.

The pre-budget regime was a ‘flat-rate’ system, which created ‘cliff edges’ at certain values. This 

meant that buying a commercial property for £250,000 incurred £2,500 SDLT, whereas buying one for 

£250,001 incurred £7,500 SDLT.

The new system introduces a ‘tiered’ system, and so removes the ‘cliff edges’ in SDLT. 

The new bands are:

This means that buying a commercial property for £250,000 via your SIPP or SSAS now incurs £2,000 

SDLT (i.e. 2% chargeable on the amount over £150,000), and buying one for £250,001 only incurs an 

additional five pence of SDLT (i.e. 5% of one pound).

Pension freedoms – some useful improvements

A number of minor legislative changes are being made to the pension tax rules to ensure that they 

operate as intended, following the introduction of the ‘pension freedoms’ in April 2015.  The changes 

serve to solve anomalies and inequalities in the application of the tax rules to certain categories of 

individual and benefits.

The changes include:

• Enabling surviving dependants aged under 23 to continue to receive dependant drawdown income 

beyond that age, rather than having to exhaust their fund before age 23, or pay excessive tax 

charges if the remaining funds are withdrawn as a lump sum;
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• Improvements to the payment and taxation of a serious ill-health lump sum, depending upon whether 

the pension fund has been accessed or not prior to death, or where death occurs after age 75;

• Enabling those with money purchase pensions in payment, with an overall value of £30,000 or less, 

to be paid as a trivial commutation lump sum; and

• Aligning the tax treatment of charity lump sum death benefit payments with other types of lump 

sum payments under age 75, and removing the need to pay lump sums to a charity within two 

years of death.

Tapering of the AA
Legislation took effect from 6 April 2016 to reduce pension tax relief for those with ‘threshold income’ 

of over £110,000 per tax year and ‘adjusted income’ of over £150,000 per tax year.

Affected individuals will have their AA reduced by £1 for every £2 that their adjusted income exceeds 

£150,000 in a tax year.

The maximum reduction is £30,000 per tax year, which means that individuals with adjusted income of 

£210,000 or more will only have an AA of £10,000 for that particular tax year.

The calculations of both adjusted income and threshold income received during a tax year are 

complicated, although threshold income is the simpler of the two.

A key component of both calculations is ‘net income’. 

Somewhat confusingly, this doesn’t mean an individual’s post-tax earnings, or their ‘take-home pay’.  

Rather, it means all earned and non-earned taxable income, (after adjustment for certain deductions, 

including trading losses and deductible interest payments). 

Examples of what constitutes ‘net income’ therefore include:

• salary

• P11d earnings

• interest on savings

• rental income

• dividend payments

The ‘threshold income’ calculation

If the total amount is £110,000 or less, then the individual’s AA will not be tapered for the tax year in 

question, even if their adjusted income is £150,000 or more.
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sum death 
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died over age 75
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The ‘adjusted income’ calculation

Adjusted income includes net income too, but – unlike the threshold income calculation - also includes 

any pension contributions to a ‘defined contribution’ (money purchase) pension arrangement, and any 

pension accrual in a ‘defined benefit’ pension arrangement; for example, a ‘final salary’ pension scheme.

The definitions of income above suggest that the person who prepares the annual Self-Assessment Tax 

Return for the individual is best-placed to perform the income calculations.  This could, therefore, be 

the individual themselves, or their accountant / tax adviser.

We anticipate that a key problem here is when in the tax year the calculations will be able to be done 

with sufficient accuracy, in order to calculate the amount of any AA tapering?

Delaying pension contributions in the meantime can lead to a loss of investment growth; but 

underestimating income could lead to a tax charge being levied on excessive contributions. 

Barnett Waddingham will offer help and guidance to affected individuals, wherever possible.

LTA – Fixed Protection 2016 and Individual Protection 2014/16
On 6 April 2016, the standard LTA reduced to £1 million, (from £1.25 million in 2015/16).  As a result, 

two new transitional protections are now available; namely, Fixed Protection 2016 (FP2016) and 

Individual Protection 2016 (IP2016). 

HM Revenue & Customs (HMRC) will be launching a new digital service for individuals to apply for the 

new protections “…from July 2016”. Unlike previous protections, there will be no formal deadline 

for applying for the two new protections, but if individuals intend to rely on a protected LTA, they will 

need to have applied and obtained a reference number from HMRC before they draw any benefits. 

An interim application process is now available for individuals who want or need to take their benefits 

before the digital service is available.
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FP2016

If you intend to apply for FP2016, no contributions or accrual to your pension arrangements must 

occur after 5 April 2016; otherwise the protection will be lost (see below).

This means that you can take pension benefits with a value of up 

to £1.25 million without incurring an LTA excess tax charge.

If you lose FP2016, you will only be able to take benefits up to the value of the (lower) standard LTA 

without incurring an LTA charge.

6 April 2016 is the date from which your FP2016 takes effect.

IP2016

Having IP2016 

means you can 

take pension 

benefits up to 

the level of your 

protected LTA 

without incurring 

an LTA charge.

If you have FP2016, you will have a protected LTA of...
£1.25m

If you have IP2016, you will have a ‘bespoke’ protected LTA of between...

£1m and  

£1.25m

The exact amount of your protected LTA is based on the total value of your 

pensions, as at 5 April 2016.

Having IP2016 means you can take pension benefits up to the level of your protected LTA without 

incurring an LTA charge.  If you lose IP2016, your LTA will revert to the standard LTA.

As with FP2016, the date from which your IP2016 takes effect is 6 April 2016.

The crucial difference between the two protections, however, is that under IP2016, you can still 

continue to contribute to your pensions from 6 April 2016, without losing it.

IP14 – is still available!

You can still apply to HMRC for Individual Protection 2014 (IP2014) up to 5 April 2017, by using the 

online form that HMRC provide.

Although the online system for applying for FP2016 or IP2016 goes live in July 2016, if you want to 

apply for IP2014 before 6 April 2017, you will still have to use the current online form.

Applying for IP2014 helps to protect your pension savings, built up before 6 April 2014, from an LTA 

excess tax charge, (subject to an overall maximum of £1.5 million).

To be eligible for IP2014, the total value of your pension savings, as at 5 April 2014, must be over 

£1.25 million. The exact amount of your protected LTA is then based on the total value of your pension 

savings, as at 5 April 2014, up to an overall maximum of £1.5 million.

HMRC also offer an online tool to help individuals decide whether to apply for IP2014, which can be 

found at Lifetime Allowance Checking Tool.

https://online.hmrc.gov.uk/shortforms/form/IP2014?dept-name=&sub-dept-name=&location=36
http://www.hmrc.gov.uk/tools/lifetimeallowance/index.htm
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Many FURBS are 

still in existence 

as ‘closed’ trusts, 

to retain their IHT 

protection.

FURBS – a word of caution…
FURBS - essentially a trust with no investment restrictions - were particularly popular in the 1990’s, but 

changes to tax and National Insurance legislation meant that, by 2006, it was no longer tax-efficient to 

make contributions into them.

Many FURBS are, however, still in existence as ‘closed’ trusts, to retain their inheritance tax (IHT) protection.

A recent call to our Leeds team about a FURBS client that had been acquired by an accountant, asked 

us for help in checking that everything was up-to-date.

We discovered that one of the FURBS members had died in 2012, but that his half of the £6 million 

FURBS fund had not been distributed within the required two-year window, to ensure that no IHT 

would be payable.

Sadly, his benefits are now potentially subject to an IHT bill of up to £1.2 million.

Key takeaways

Member trustees

If you currently receive a 
money purchase scheme 

pension, you may be able to 
draw it as a one-off trivial 

commutation lump sum 
payment, if appropriate.

Commercial property 
purchases via a SSAS 

or SIPP offer key 
tax advantages over 
personally-funded 

residential property 
purchases.

From April 2017, 
basic-rate tax 

payers aged under 
40 could save up to 
£45,000 per year in 
tax-relieved savings.

Advisers

Ensure corporate 
clients know their 

staging date and leave 
enough time to fulfil 
their AE obligations.

Ensure clients 
applying for FP2016 

pay no pension 
contributions from 

6 April 2016.
AA tapering 

offers advisers an 
opportunity to develop 

their professional 
connections.

Consumers need 
advice on the most 

suitable way(s) 
to access their 
pension funds.

Ensure clients 
have reviewed 
and/or updated 
their Expression 
of Wishes form.

You may need to 
take advantage of 

current pension 
tax reliefs and 

allowances, whilst 
you are able to.
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How we can help
The Barnett Waddingham Flexible SIPP – new fixed-fee property proposition

We will shortly be launching a new proposition via our Flexible SIPP, whereby certain commercial 

property purchases will be able to be undertaken on a fixed-fee basis (rather than on a time-cost basis).  

If you would like to receive more information about our new fixed-fee proposition, please email: 

flexiblesipp@barnett-waddingham.co.uk

SSASs and AE

Is your business one of the many now approaching your ‘staging date’ for AE?  If so, you may be 

considering using your SSAS to fulfil your employer obligations.  However, a SSAS is unlikely to meet 

the criteria of a ‘qualifying workplace pension scheme’, which is required within the AE legislation.

Our Workplace Health and Wealth colleagues can prepare a bespoke report for you, outlining AE providers 

and how we can assist you through the process.  More details on this, and our AE packaged solution 

aimed at small to medium sized businesses, can be found at www.barnett-waddingham.co.uk/ae   

Please contact your Financial Adviser or usual Barnett Waddingham Client Manager if you would like to 

discuss any of the above topics in more detail. Alternatively contact us via the following:

   info@barnett-waddingham.co.uk   020 7776 2200      

   www.barnett-waddingham.co.uk 

Barnett Waddingham LLP is a body corporate with members to whom we refer as “partners”. A list of members can be inspected at the 

registered office. Barnett Waddingham LLP (OC307678), BW SIPP LLP (OC322417), and Barnett Waddingham Actuaries and Consultants Limited 

(06498431) are registered in England and Wales with their registered office at Cheapside House, 138 Cheapside, London EC2V 6BW. Barnett 

Waddingham LLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and is licensed by the Institute and Faculty of Actuaries for 

a range of investment business activities. BW SIPP LLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Barnett Waddingham 

Actuaries and Consultants Limited is licensed by the Institute and Faculty of Actuaries in respect of a range of investment business activities.

Make sure that 

you get our 

regular updates 

and ‘Quarterly 

Insights’ by email.  

Please email 

info@barnett-

waddingham.

co.uk specifying 

whether you are 

an adviser or not.
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